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Yet another super audio compact disc from MELBA RECORDINGS is recognised  
for its performance, technical and production standards, this time by GRAMOPHONE magazine, 
the British bible for gramophiles everywhere. Our recording TURBULENT HEART has been 
chosen as an Editor’s Choice in the December issue—one of the most coveted accolades in the 
industry. 
 
TURBULENT HEART is a world premiere recording of the music of two French composers, Louis 
Vierne and Ernest Chausson*. These masterpieces for tenor solo and orchestra have been 
performed and recorded by Australian tenor, STEVE DAVISLIM, with THE QUEENSLAND 
ORCHESTRA under the direction of the French conductor, GUILLAUME TOURNIAIRE. 

The GRAMOPHONE editor, James Inverne, writes of this disc: 

“This was a complete surprise and left me fairly stunned. Who knew that Louis Vierne, 
thought of (by me, at any rate) as an elegant rather than sensationalist composer, could 
deliver such high drama as features here? Guillaume Tourniaire, his Queensland forces 
and Steve Davislim—and not least fabulous sound from Melba Records—turn this into a 
sonic blockbuster in every way.” [© Gramophone 2009] 

MELBA founder and CEO, Maria Vandamme, says:  

“This recording exemplifies what we set out to do when we first established Melba 
Recordings in 2000—to showcase our orchestras and artists to the world and to 
demonstrate our musical and technical abilities. Turbulent Heart is the latest in a 
catalogue of discs praised in Britain, Europe and America for their artistic, technical and 
production standards. We are pleased, but not surprised, that the reviewer, Marc 
Rochester, concludes his review with a reference to ‘the outstanding work being done by 
this distinguished Australian label’”. 



The GRAMOPHONE reviewer, Marc Rochester, is equally ecstatic and surprised:  

“Here is a side of Louis Vierne few of us will have encountered before: angry, bitter, 
vengeful and simply bursting with passion and high emotion. As the excellent notes that 
come with this attractively packaged disc point out, Vierne had every reason to feel angry, 
bitter and vengeful. But while we may be inclined to say ‘poor old Vierne’ when we read of 
his blindness, messy divorce, turbulent affairs of the heart and so on, we should privately 
rejoice that personal adversity gave rise to such inspired music. For make no mistake, in 
his more familiar guise as a composer for the organ, Vierne may not usually be associated 
with such super-charged emotions, but, boy, does he shine creatively when his bile is up. 
These are four brilliantly crafted songs with almost Wagnerian orchestral accompaniments 
which are dazzlingly reflected in performances of breathtaking intensity. The immediate 
inclination with the Vierne songs is to compare them—highly favourably – with those of his 
German contemporaries, Mahler and Strauss. But there is a noble tradition of French 
song with orchestral accompaniment, and the impressive French conductor, Guillaume 
Tourniaire, chooses Chausson’s Poème de l’amour et de la mer as a companion piece. 
Certainly Australian tenor Steve Davislim is every bit as impressive here as in the 
Vierne— and this is highly distinguished singing by any reckoning—while the Queensland 
Orchestra, on absolutely cracking form, clearly relish the opulence of Chausson’s 
orchestral textures, not least towards the end of the first movement where we get a 
bracing dose of La mer. But the net result of these fervently inspired performances and 
the generous and fulsome recorded sound is to emphasise the astonishing emotional 
potency of Vierne’s songs above Chausson’s more colour-oriented writing. On every 
count, this is a magnificent release. It is also a truly revelatory one, not least in highlighting 
the outstanding work being done by this distinguished Australian label.” 
[© Gramophone 2009] 

 

*Works by Louis Vierne on SACD 
Les Djinns Op. 35, Eros Op. 37, Ballade du désespéré Op. 61, Psyché Op. 33*  

Works by Ernest Chausson on SACD 
Poème de l’amour et de la mer, Op. 19, La fleur des eaux, Interlude, La mort de l'amour 

OTHER MELBA RECORDINGS BY  

Steve Davislim tenor 
Seduction: Songs by Richard Strauss (MR301118) 
Hélène | Nuit Persane (MR301114-2) 
Winterreise (MR301119) 
Benjamin Britten Folksong Arrangements (MR301120) 

Guillaume Tourniaire conductor 
Hélène | Nuit Persane (MR301114-2) 
Sublime Mozart: Works for Clarinet (MR301122) 

The Queensland Orchestra 
Rhapsodie: Fantasie: Poème (MR301117) 
Sublime Mozart: Works for Clarinet (MR301122) 


